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Eurowise Coolant tank mounting and hose 

routing 

 

We will try to continuously update this thread as there's many ways to route the 

hoses. We will show you the way we do ours. If you don't see your version listed here 

please don't hesitate to email us. info@eurowise.com 

AAA 

- On AAA non heat models use the supplied 90 degree hose and route the upper pipe 

back into the top of the cylinder head nipple. 

- On AAA models with head route the upper tank hose to the heater core hose and 

route the opposite heater core hose to the back of the VR6 cylinder head nipple.  

Routing for ( With heat models can be seen here ). 

 

https://eurowise.com/participant/eurowise/
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24 valve VR6 

AFP 

 

 

- On AFP models with head route the upper tank hose to the heater core hose and 

route the opposite heater core hose to the back of the VR6 cylinder head nipple.  

Routing for ( With heat models can be seen here ). 
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On AFP non heat models use the supplied 90 degree hose and route the upper pipe 

back into the top of the cylinder head nipple. 

24 valve VR6 

3.6 VR6 

Opposite end of the longer hose routes to the smaller hose on the thermostat 

housing under the intake manifold. 

Routing for ( With heat models can be seen here ). 
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IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, COMMENTS, OR CONCERNS RELATED TO YOUR PRODUCT 

PLEASE CONTACT US! 


